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About This Game

Imagine...

You live in your own small world that has everything you need – cozy home, backyard with a rocking chair, beautiful garden,
and your own amusement park with music and unlimited amounts of fireworks to launch. You even have a Ferris wheel to touch

the stars! Nothing stands between you and this secluded paradise, only an unsettling feeling in the back of your mind that
something is going wrong. At some point, it all dramatically changes and now you have to find out what this world really

conceals…

Features:

You are about to get on a journey around small planet-like worlds as if you were in the Little Prince's world. However, these
ones are filled with monsters that are striving to kill you, deadly traps and riddles, which require you to be quick-witted and

attentive.
Plunge into the quaint and atmospheric world of a dark tale and reach it's core to find out what hides in the haze.

The indie-platformer World of One has many levels and puzzles with multiple solutions, big boss fights, hostile creatures and 4
different endings, which depends on the actions you take throughout the course of the game. Only your determination will help

you complete your journey and find the truth about yourself.

Beware, World of One will challenge your mind and skills. Moreover, completion of the game unlocks the "New game+" mode,
which gives you only 3 lives. Will you accept this challenge?
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Title: World of One
Genre: Action, Adventure, Indie
Developer:
Grimwood Team
Publisher:
Grimwood Team
Release Date: 8 Jun, 2017

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

OS: Windows 7 or Newer

Processor: 1,7 GHz Dual core

Memory: 2 GB RAM

Graphics: NVIDIA 8600GT or equal

Storage: 2 GB available space

Additional Notes: Gamepad or Controller Recommended

English,Russian,French,German,Simplified Chinese
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Not a bad game. I didn't particularly enjoy it though thats probably partially because of ADHD, so relaxing and calmly wrapping
stuff in string is way too slow paced for me to enjoy. But it does well what it says it does, so i give this game a thumbs up. I do
have a complaint in that some of the shapes seem impossible to completely cover in paint.
. I need friends to play with ;_;
. Best hour of my life.. This game is really great, I love the lighting.
The parkour isn't hard but it's hard to distinguish between walls that you can run on and walls that you can't run on.. This is a
decent hidden object game, if you take a few things into consideration.

First of all, although the game has a Native American setting, it has no real resemblance to any real tribe. If you're a stickler for
historical accuracy, you may want to skip this. The game is riddled with cliches and downright silliness at times, but if you're not
too serious about realism, you'll be fine.

That said, the music and graphics are quite pretty. The game is almost exclusively hidden object scenes with an occasional
minigame tossed in for variety. There is no inventory management or item-based puzzles as in most modern games of this genre.
This doesn't make it bad, but if you're looking for a more complex game, this isn't it.

The hidden object scenes themselves are nicely done and aren't too easy. There are some naming conventions that might be
bothersome to some people, such as using more formal names for animals and plants (I'm well aware of what a Calla lily looks
like, but I might be a minority there). However, there is a handy hint button or the ever-present power of Google if anything is
too weird. I feel that the quality of the scenes outweighs the sometimes-odd naming.

Lenth of the game is pretty comparable to others of this type, maybe slightly shorter. At the time of this review I believe I'm
over halfway through at a little over an hour.

With these things in mind, and with there being no frills, extra content, achievements, or trading cards at this time, I would
recommend this game on a half-price sale. Although the game is decent aside from its quirks, it's not $9.99 worth of decent. But
I would still recommend it to genre fans, especially people like myself that tend to run out of titles to play!. -- UPDATED --
Now that the third DLC is released, I felt it suitable to update my opinion on this pack.

Firstly, I give this pack a recommendation because - in truth, the content provided is of great quality. The pack itself is lack-
luster, but the actual quality is great overall.

Now my actual opinion;
I paid the full price for this pack when it was first announced. I always have a trust in content when I buy stuff like this and
originally, I thought the Season Pass would actually be a coordinated pack. When a pack is released with "characters, tiles and
music" is sounds like a starter pack - atleast to me.

When the first DLC was released - The 2K Remaster Soundtrack - I felt upset. Not because of quality, but because it was a
remaster. The Season Pass doesn't state anything about remasters or any previous engine, so this is immediately interpreted as
"original content" is what we would get. We got 10 remaster tracks instead.

The second DLC was later released. Again, a remaster of old 2K heroes. The older characters were defined by their class design
(soldier in armour, mage in robes, ect.) so the way these characters work, I had also expected some Gen Parts so we could also
re-create these classe sin our own games.

Now that the third DLC is released however, I felt even more surprised than ever. We got a steampunk tileset. What? We were
provided old RPG music, and then old RPG characters, and suddenly we are given a completely different themed tileset?
Ontop of that, it's one set. Unless your making a steampunk trainstation your a game based entirely in a steampunk themed train,
this tileset pack would be useles to you. Even the extra NPC sprites are steampunk era - completely opposite to the previous
Sprite DLC last time so you can't use them together without a major clash in timelines.

I am curious about the "Surprise DLC" but I cannot get hyped for it.
Alot of my thoughts were assumptions, but after the second DLC Sprite pack, I assumed we were getting 2K tilesets to match
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the previous 2 sets, and we got a competely different theme altogether. I'm not sure how to implement that.

If you are a new developer starting out - this is not the pack for you as it doesn't provide the essentialls you would think you get.
My only demand is in future, I hope they are more open about what these DLC's will contain instead of "buy and see".

TL;DR: The pack quality is good, but the content doesn't match. Don't buy if you are a new developer wanting to get a "starter
pack" as this is not it. I hope to see actual detailing in future packs like this instead of a "buy and see what you get" pack.

I recommend this pack simply because the quality is great. I refuse to leave a negative review simply because my personal
standards weren't met. They never stated this pack to be remasters and a mix of different themes - but they also never said it
wouldn't be. I just highly recommend waiting till the individual packs are released and buy what you need instead of buying a
clashing pack.. Used to be Amazing but now it SUCKS there is absolutely no reason to ever use this commander at all. The t70
rush was not over powered, just build AT and GG ez. You can thank the crybabies who don't know about MINES or ANTI
TANK GUNS to counter this commander! Absolutely worthless WORTHLESS. DO NOT I REPEAT DO NOT BUY THIS. If
you thought this was OP you probably sucked throbbing\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665at defending in COH 2. I
would definitely reccomend this route! Well worth the price. However there is one issue I would like to raise with DTG in
relation to their announce ment of the TS2016. On its release today I neted they are advertising a fully scenic version down to
Kinswear whereas people who paid full wack for the DLC only get the scenary as far as Paignton. Surely a free upgrade would
be applicable!!!. Omg Space Moth <3 <3 <3 I love space! I love moths! A lot of mad and sad insects are trying 2 kill this Moth,
please don't let Space Moth die!1 Do yr best when playing this game!!!! *_*
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I played the game back when it was released for the iphone, and i must say i really enjoyed the game so damn much, it may not
have the best story line nor characters, but for a 9.99 game, it is indeed worth it; of course im a rpg fanboy since my very first
game, and i must play every single rpg that comes out no matter the platform; when the game released for the pc i decided to
play yet again, and i was happy when i discover that Microtransactions were removed or replaced actually.

I recommend this game a 100%, is just to kill time, it wont take long to finish nor master; way too easy to learn the mechanics;
the rubix system is easy to manage, dont pay attention to the guys that says that is useless or bad designed, they probably didn't
try other builds, when they realized you have to be careful with the jewels you want for your Chart.

Talking bout the music, well if you've been playing some Kemco games for a while, you already know that the music pretty
much stays the same; same goes for dungeons, or well at least they have the same formula, but they are actually good.

the only con for the game are the quests, the quests are the same over and over, kill X monsters in X area, and that goes forever.

And of course THE GAME HAS GRINDING IN IT, IS A RPG for god sake ppl, if u keep listing grinding as a con, you clearly
need to play other games jesus.... And again, like its predecessor Zeno Clash 2 is not a bad game. The surreal art and story are
still good and the graphics are upgraded with the use of Unreal engine. But the main fighting mechanics still feels unsatisfying.
If you are a fan of the first game, get this on sale.. First impression review after 50 minutes:

Concept & idea: 9\/10
Gameplay: 7\/10
Graphics: 6\/10
Music & Sound: 5\/10
Twitch Chat Vote: 7\/10

Overall: 7\/10. Cool game, nothing like flying a real drone but the controls are great. I definitely recommend it. Good difficulty
curve, fun challenges. I beat half of them before I had to stop playing due to my wrists hurting. There is no option to select the
drone control deadzone, which forces me to twist my wrist in awkward rotations (Oculus Touch). It might have been designed
with a vive, without an offset for touch controllers? I was also not able to find an option to control the drone with my left hand.

. This game is a simple concept, but HARD to play. Shooting at random waves by aiming with the mouse, it's the best choice
because with a joypad you might not be accurate. Good 2D graphics and fun for a quick session if you love shoot 'em ups! :D.
OK, first off, I actually owned the original game plus its sequel Archon II:Adept as a kid in the 80s. This is just bad. This game
has bad graphics, bad sound effects, and annoying music. Neither the campaign mode nor any of the added features like a
4-player variation make this game worth any amount. Also, only local multiplayer? The only thing that this game has going for it
is nostalgia. Oh yeah, did i mention the hard crash to the Windows desktop midgame? I am glad I ONLY paid 99 cents for it.
Stay away..

Indirect Ant Simulator

Upgrades

Different Types of Ants to Control

Super Repetitive
All in all, if you're not a person that doesn't like repetitive games, then this is definitely not for you. It's a really
classic, relaxing game with relaxed graphics and gameplay, and it's a pretty good steal, because I bought it
during an 83% off promotion sale, so it was only $0.50.
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